MTM Service Gets Started

There’s a new pharmacy in town.

The UW School of Pharmacy is now operating a nondispensing, medication-therapy-management (MTM) pharmacy — UW Pharmacy Cares. The Washington State Department of Health granted the School a license for this operation — the first of its kind in the state — this past spring.

The purpose of the pharmacy is to provide a training ground in MTM service for UW Pharm.D. students while helping Washington pharmacists fulfill the state’s unmet MTM needs. MTM is a benefit that pharmacists provide to high-risk patients — in which they help clients improve their medication use and promote a better quality of life.

Under Medicare Part D, certain beneficiaries who spend more than $4,000 annually on prescription drugs and who have multiple chronic diseases qualify for billable MTM services. Since Medicare Part D went into effect in January 2006, however, many practitioners have faced more requests for MTM than they can (or want to) satisfy.

As a result, the School is collaborating with the Washington State Pharmacy Association (WSPA) and local pharmacies to bridge the gap in MTM services caused by Medicare Part D and other contracted MTM services.

“Our goal is to provide pharmacies

Continued on Page 4

School Welcomes New Dean

When the UW Board of Regents chose Dr. Thomas A. Baillie as the next dean of the School of Pharmacy, it welcomed back an old friend to the UW family. Baillie served as a professor of medicinal chemistry in the School from 1981 to 1994.

Baillie left the UW for Merck & Co. Inc. because of the opportunities it offered him to pursue his research in drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics. He has been with the company since he left the University, most recently as vice president and global head of drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics.

Throughout the years, the School of Pharmacy has continued to enjoy a close working relationship with Baillie, as he has collaborated with faculty on research and served on the School’s corporate advisory board.

Regarding his return to UW, Baillie is excited to take the helm of what he calls one of the premier schools of pharmacy in the nation. He also looks forward to Seattle’s scenery, seafood and climate. It is a climate, he points out, that rivals that of his native Scotland.

Baillie hails from the Hebridean island of Islay (pronounced “eye-la”) on the west coast of Scotland. The tiny island may be best known for its eight malt whisky distilleries, one of which Baillie’s father managed until he moved the family to Glasgow when Baillie was 5. That is where Baillie stayed through graduate school.

Baillie first came to the United States

Continued on Page 13
President's Message

As fall approaches and the daylight starts to fade, I always think about going back to school. Even though I have been out of school for 11 years, I still feel a familiar itch this time of year.

For everyone at the UW School of Pharmacy, this fall will be special. As we welcome a new dean, Dr. Thomas A. Baillie, we also are ushering in a re-energized Pharmacy Alumni Association (PAA). We have a new president-elect, Jenny Riddell, ’06, and new liaisons between the School and our association — Assistant Director of Development Maria Tran and Assistant Director of Communications Melinda Young. This gives us a new team to put the PAA on the map!

While brainstorming with my cohorts about the best ways to strengthen the PAA, I discovered an interesting fact: That dentists and pharmacists have something very important in common. Outside of having mild cases of obsessive-compulsive disorder, our professions represent the only two schools with independent alumni associations in operation at the University of Washington. When I discovered this fact, I was filled with pride for our School and our profession.

In spite of this, though, our alumni association is not as hearty as it could be. Participation isn’t where we think it should be — especially given what an impassioned group of people I know School of Pharmacy alumni to be. I became president of PAA because I have attended too many homecomings where there has been no representation by the classes from the previous 10 years. I want to make the PAA an organization that represents all the classes.

Therefore, with the help of Maria Tran, we have created a group on Facebook.com. Search for “UW Pharmacy Alumni Association” under Facebook groups, and that will direct you to our site. We will be posting information about what’s happening at the School, so I encourage everyone to join and get connected.

We also hope that you will seek out other ways to be involved in PAA. For starters, the association is currently looking for an additional member to serve on the board. Other ways you can get involved include: becoming a preceptor for current students (see details on Page 14); joining a reunion-planning committee; contributing to the PAA scholarship; or simply attending one (or all) of the many alumni events that take place throughout the year. If you are interested in becoming involved or if you have any questions or suggestions, please don’t hesitate to contact Maria Tran at rxalumni@u.washington.com.

Lastly, I hope you enjoy this new, improved version of Dawg Scripts with a special section that celebrates the completion of the School’s fundraising campaign. And I hope to see you at an event soon!

Ben Michaels, ’97
President, Pharmacy Alumni Association

---

Upcoming School of Pharmacy Events

October 15
Alumni & Friends Reception at ISSX Convention
Town & Country Resort & Convention Center, San Diego, 5 to 6:30 p.m.
Contact: Mariely Lemagne
(206) 616-7613
mlemagne@u.washington.edu

October 18
PAA Homecoming Lunch
UW Huskies vs. OSU Beavers
I-Court Rotunda, Health Sciences Building, 2 p.m.
Contact: Mariely Lemagne
(206) 616-7613
mlemagne@u.washington.edu

October 29
Career and Residency Day
UW South Campus Center, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Contact: Maria Tran
(206) 221-2465
mgonz@u.washington.edu

We are currently seeking suggestions for lecture topics for the annual Katterman Lecture in spring 2009. Contact Maria Tran, mgonz@u.washington.edu, if you have ideas or questions.
Let me begin by saying how delighted I am to have been appointed dean of the School of Pharmacy at the University of Washington, succeeding Sid Nelson who, as you know, is stepping down from this administrative post after 13 highly successful years in the job. I congratulate Sid on his many accomplishments as dean, and I am very happy that he will remain on the faculty of the School as professor of medicinal chemistry.

By way of background to my own career, I received training in chemistry, at both the undergraduate and graduate level, from the University of Glasgow in Scotland, which was followed by postdoctoral research at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden. I then held a faculty position at the Royal Postgraduate Medical School (University of London) before joining the faculty in the School of Pharmacy at the University of California, San Francisco, in 1978. Three years later, I took up an appointment in the Department of Medicinal Chemistry at the UW School of Pharmacy, and remained in Seattle until 1994, when I joined Merck Research Laboratories in West Point, Penn., as vice president of drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics.

While I have very much enjoyed my career in the pharmaceutical industry, I always thought of returning to an academic setting at some point. So when I was offered the position this past spring of dean of the School, it simply was too good an opportunity to pass up! Over the years, I have retained the highest regard for the faculty, staff and student body of the School, and I am genuinely looking forward to becoming a part of the School’s teaching and research mission once again.

While the School enjoys an enviable reputation for the high quality of its professional, research and training programs — as attested to by the success of its graduates in all areas of pharmacy practice and health sciences research — we can anticipate many challenges in the years that lie ahead. Drug therapy in the United States is changing in a profound way (as is health care in general), driven by advances in science and technology, by societal and political pressures to contain costs and improve product safety, and by demands related to the re-importation of medicines from neighboring countries.

Also, the business model under which the pharmaceutical industry has been operating for many years is no longer sustainable, largely because of growing financial and regulatory pressures. It is clear that more-streamlined, cost-effective development paradigms will be necessary to bring new drugs to market. The pharmacist and pharmaceutical scientist of the future must become familiar with this new reality and must be prepared to take advantage of the many opportunities that it presents.

In addition to changes in the external health care environment, the requirements for accreditation of the School’s degree-awarding programs are becoming more stringent. These must be anticipated and addressed with some urgency if we are to retain our vibrant Pharm.D., M.S. and Ph.D. programs and build upon past successes.

It is in these latter areas that I intend to focus my initial efforts as dean as I become familiar with the administrative functions of the office and get to know as many current and former members of the School as possible. Despite the current challenges, the UW School of Pharmacy has enormous potential to further develop its leadership status in pharmacy education and pharmaceutical research, and to have a significant impact on programs across the health sciences in the university and beyond.

I look forward with much enthusiasm to the months and years ahead!

Thomas A. Baillie
Dean, UW School of Pharmacy

Congratulations Duane Miller, Alumnus of the Year

Duane Miller, Ph.D., ’69, is the recipient of the 2007 Distinguished Alumnus Award for Excellence in Pharmaceutical Science and Research.

After receiving his Ph.D. in medicinal chemistry from the University of Washington, he joined The Ohio State University faculty, where he later became chair of the Division of Medicinal Chemistry and Pharmacognosy. He is currently chair of the Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences and associate dean of research and graduate studies at the University of Tennessee Health Science Center.

His areas of research include anti-obesity, treatment of diabetic complications, male contraception and cocaine addiction. Among his many honors, in 2001, he was selected as an American Association for the Advancement of Science fellow.
MTM Service  (Continued from front page)

with MTM support while also assuring our graduates are well-prepared,” said Associate Professor of Pharmacy Peggy Odegard.

Odegard and Annie Lam, senior lecturer in pharmacy, are using their funds from the Shirley and Herb Bridge Endowed Professorship to create this program. They are focusing on implementing an MTM curriculum for students, creating an on-site consulting service and conducting research.

This summer, faculty started their training by taking MTM cases over the phone and in person. They provided these services to qualified King County employees in need of MTM. WSPA spearheaded this collaboration between UW and King County.

Bellevue Pharmacy in Bellevue, facing obstacles in creating an MTM program, took advantage of this collaboration and called upon UW. Faculty-pharmacists then came to Bellevue to provide comprehensive medication reviews and follow-up with clients insured through King County.

UW faculty are also working to educate Bellevue’s staff on MTM.

“I believe the UW program can help move the profession forward,” said Bellevue Chief Operating Officer Steve Singer, ’81.

UW Pharmacy Cares’ model ensures that patients retain their relationship with their principal pharmacy while receiving MTM through the School.

Further, said Jackie Gardner, co-director of the School’s Pharmacy Management Program, “We are identifying the barriers that pharmacies face in implementing MTM services, and we are seeking to model solutions.”

More than 10 faculty members who are registered pharmacists are involved in this project. Eventually, they will mentor students in reviewing cases and providing hands-on services.

Ultimately, they seek to create a thriving service pharmacy that practitioners throughout the region can use to learn more about MTM — from business-operation requirements to the patient’s needs for advocacy.

School Joins Thai Pharmacy Consortium

The pharmacy system in Thailand is undergoing a transformation, and the School of Pharmacy is helping make that happen. In July, the School joined the U.S. Thai Consortium for the Development of Pharmacy Education.

Originally created by the Royal Thai Government in 1994, the consortium began, in part, to respond to a pharmacist shortage in that nation. Nine U.S. pharmacy schools joined eight Thai schools in the original agreement, setting out to strengthen the practice and education of pharmacists in Thailand.

During the almost 15 years since the consortium was formed, select Thai pharmacy faculty have pursued advanced

Drug Interaction Database Expands

A new, upgraded version of the UW Metabolism and Transport Drug Interaction Database launched July 1st.

The brainchild of Dr. Rene Levy, professor and former chair of the Department of Pharmaceutics, the database originally launched as an official venture through UW Tech Transfer in 2002. It is a Web-based search and analysis tool designed for use by scientists from academia, government and the pharmaceutical industry who work in drug discovery and development. It compiles and summarizes published data about new drugs and drug interactions.

Don Downing, clinical professor of pharmacy, was named Pharmacist Leader of the Year by Pharmacy Access Partnership. In conjunction with this award, he also received a Certificate of Special Congressional Recognition.

Lou Garrison, professor of pharmacy, was featured in an article about health-technology assessment in Brazil’s economic journal Gazeta Mercantil.

Lou Garrison, Dave Veenstra, associate professor of pharmacy, Beth Devine, research associate professor of pharmacy, and Scott Ramsey, adjunct associate professor of pharmacy, have each authored articles in the top 100 most-downloaded from the journal Value in Health since 1998.

Rodney Ho, Milo Gibaldi endowed professor of pharmaceutics, was appointed associate editor of the Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences.

John Horn, professor of pharmacy, presented a lecture on drug interactions with anticoagulants at Sharp HealthCare’s Annual Anticoagulation Management Conference.

John Horn, Shabir Somani, associate professor of pharmacy, Pamela Wareham, assistant director of UW Medical Center pharmacy services, Jacqueline Osborn, clinical computer specialist for UWMC pharmacy services, and Phil Hansten, professor emeritus of pharmacy, presented a poster, “Clinical decision support systems: Customization of a drug interaction database to avoid alert fatigue,” at the American Society of Health-Systems Pharmacists meeting.

Bill Howald, lecturer in medicinal chemistry and managing technical director of the Mass Spectrometry Center, retired this
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a Best New Investigator Podium Presentation award at the International Society for Pharmaceutical Outcomes Research Conference in Toronto. 

Abby Frye received an NCPA Presidential Scholarship.

John Hockman, pharmacists Ph.D. candidate, along with two MBA students, took first place in the UW Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship 2008 Business Plan Competition. (Read full story on back page.)

The International Pharmaceutical Students’ Federation group is hosting a fifth-year pharmacy exchange student from Belgrade, Serbia, for a month this fall. The group worked throughout the summer to plan and make the arrangements for the student’s stay as well as for her studies and activities while she’s at the University.

Luis Ramos is a finalist for the Lucille and Edward R. Roybal Foundation 2008 scholarship.

Emily Schulze received the 2008 NCFA Outstanding Student Member award and an NCFA Partners in Pharmacy scholarship.

Ellen Smith received the NCFA Neil Pruitt Sr. Memorial Scholarship.

Patricia “Petey” Sonnett was recognized with the United States Public Health Service Excellence in Pharmacy Practice award.

The student chapter of Kappa Psi International — Beta Omicron — was named the top chapter in Province X.

A team consisting of eight Pharm.D. students — Paul Algeo, Abby Frye, Joanna Ho, Tahnee Marginean, Kim Moody, Luis Ramos, Emily Schulze and Petey Sonnett — was chosen as one of four nationwide recipients of the AACP Student Community Engaged Service Award.

A group of Pharm.D. students recently created the School’s first scrapbook for the class of 2009. It highlights a large collection of the class’s activities from the past three years.

---

School and Faculty News (Continued)

past summer. He was with the School of Pharmacy for almost 40 years. Said Dean Emeritus Sid Nelson: “The School is losing an outstanding and dedicated faculty and staff member who is revered as a mentor, teacher, master technician and facilities manager.” Nelson noted his colleague’s dedication to his work by recounting the time Howald spent winter break analyzing the tear gas used by the Seattle police to quell the World Trade Organization rioters.

(A fund has been established in honor of Howald’s many years of service to the School. The William Howald Mass Spectrometry Support Fund will support education in mass spectrometry. To support this fund, please visit depts.washington.edu/pharmacy/support.)

Sue Laken, acting assistant professor of pharmacy, was named postdoctoral fellow and received an NIH New Clinical Drug Evaluation Unit New Investigator award.

Rene Levy, professor of pharmacetics, gave the opening remarks at the 11th International Conference on Drug-Drug Interactions. Carol Collins and Houha Hachad, research scientists in pharmacy, and Rodney Ho also presented.

Jeanine McCune, associate professor of pharmacy, was awarded by the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute a four-year R01 entitled “Population Pharmacokinetics/Pharmacodynamics in Nonablative Stem Cell Recipients.”

Sid Nelson, dean emeritus, received the Milo Gibaldi Excellence in Teaching award for 2008. Nelson also gave the keynote address at the 7th International Conference on Early Toxicity Screening.

Danny Shen, professor and chair of pharmacy, was elected the 2008 chair for pharmaceutical science for the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Sean Sullivan, professor of pharmacy, published research findings in Allergy that showed the antibody drug omalizumab is cost effective for treating allergic asthma that has not responded fully to steroid inhalers and other medications. Sullivan also co-authored “Key principles for the improved conduct of health technology assessments for resource allocation decisions” for the International Journal of Technology Assessment in Health Care.

Rheem Totah, assistant professor of medicinal chemistry, presented work on arachidonic acid metabolism by CYP2J2 and cardiotoxicity at the Drug Metabolism Gordon Research Conference.

Rheem Totah and Allan Rettie, professor and chair of medicinal chemistry, published a review article, “Cytochrome P450 2C8: Substrates, Inhibitors, Pharmacogenetics and Clinical Relevance,” that was featured recently in the top ten most-cited clinical pharmacology and therapeutics papers from 2005 to 2006.

The School of Pharmacy ranked fifth among pharmacy schools in the country, according to the 2008 rankings of graduate and professional programs in U.S. News & World Report.
Better Pharmacy, Better Health Campaign Surpasses Expectations

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; Indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.” Margaret Mead

When the School of Pharmacy embarked on its Better Pharmacy, Better Health capital campaign eight years ago, we had no way of knowing how significant Margaret Mead’s words would be.

What we achieved is nothing short of momentous. Pharmacy is one of the smallest schools on campus, with an alumni body just shy of 4,000; yet, when the university-wide Campaign UW: Creating Futures came to an end on June 30, 2008, we had surpassed all the other schools and colleges at the University of Washington by raising more than double our initial fundraising goal.

As a result of our alumni, donors, faculty, students, volunteers and friends, we received $20.8 million in gifts throughout the campaign. We are in awe of those of you who made this happen. As you will see in this special section of Dawg Scripts, what we have already achieved with this support is staggering — from founding an institute devoted to innovative pharmacy practice to creating a fund that supports international student-exchange efforts.

A special thank you goes to our former dean, Sid Nelson, ’68, and campaign co-chairs Donna Dockter ’72, Mark Holzemer, ’73, Doug Mendenhall, ’68, SuAnn Stone, ’73, and Ray Wilson, ’69, for their leadership and vision. We would also like to thank honorary co-chair Shirley Bridge, ’45 — who is missed immensely. (See tribute on Page 7.) We are indebted to them for their generosity, time and commitment.

Although we reached our monetary goal, we continue to have a need for student support. As you will read throughout this edition of Dawg Scripts, our students regularly confront real-world problems with insight, innovation and energy. And when we pair them with exceptionally talented faculty, the results are extraordinary. In the years to come, we will continue to focus our fundraising efforts on supporting our outstanding students.

While the official campaign is over and the UW raised a record $2.68 billion overall, opportunities still abound for you to get involved — by offering your expertise, time and financial resources. And we hope that you will. Through your participation, you, too, can change the world.

Thank you from all of us at the School of Pharmacy. We are inspired by your investment in the School. We look forward to seeing that investment flourish in the years to come.

When the university-wide Campaign UW came to an end, we had surpassed all the other schools and colleges at the UW by raising more than double our initial fundraising goal.

By the Numbers: Campaign Highlights

As a result of your support throughout the Better Pharmacy, Better Health campaign, the School of Pharmacy:

Had the highest percentage of alumni who donated (30.3 percent) of any school or college at the University of Washington.

Exceeded its original fundraising goal by a greater percentage (203.5 percent) than any other UW school or college.

Created its first ever $1 million endowed chair. (See full article on Page 9.)

Increased the number of School endowments by 240 percent.

Raised almost $3.9 million for student support.

Increased Dean’s Club membership by 65 percent.

All photos on this page by Adam Buchanan Photography
School of Pharmacy Gifts

We gratefully acknowledge the many generous alumni, faculty, staff, students and friends that made gifts and pledges to our School between July 1, 2007, and June 30, 2008. And a special thank you goes to the corporations and foundations that made gifts throughout the entire eight-year Better Pharmacy, Better Health campaign.

CORPORATIONS & FOUNDATIONS

$50,000+
Abbott Laboratories
Allergan Inc.
American Association of Diabetes Educators
Amgen Corp.
Bend Research Inc.
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
Eli Lilly and Co.
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
GE Healthcare
GlaxoSmithKline
Johnson & Johnson
Merck & Co. Inc.
Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corp.
Ortho-McNeil Pharmaceutical Inc.
Pfizer Inc.
Roche Laboratories Inc.
The Sanofi-Aventis Group
TKC Integration Services

$25,000 - $49,999
American College of Clinical Pharmacy Research Institute
F. Hoffman-La Roche Ltd.
Roche Holding AG

$10,000 - $24,999
Children’s Hospital & Regional Medical Center Foundation for Managed Care Pharmacy
The Kroger Company
William E. Bradley Research Foundation

Less than $10,000
Abbott Laboratories Fund
Akzo Nobel Inc.
Albertsons Stores Charitable Foundation Inc.
American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy
Amgen Foundation Inc.
Apothecary Shoppe
AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP
Battle Ground Pharmacy Inc.
Bi-Mart
Cabrillo Pharmacy
Cardinal Health Nuclear Pharmacy
Cardinal Health Inc.
Castle Rock Pharmacy Inc.
Central Washington Comp.
Columbia Health Center
Fred Meyer
Garfield Medical Square Pharmacy
Genentech Inc.
GlaxoSmithKline Foundation
Good Samaritan Hospital
Hagen Top Food & Drug
Hall’s Drug Center Inc.
Hong Kong Hospital Authority International Community Health Services
J C S True Care Pharmacy Inc.
Kelley-Ross and Associates Inc.
Kenneth D. Beckley, P.S.
Kindred Hospital
Kirk’s Pharmacy
Lafferty’s Pharmacy Inc.
Lincoln Pharmacy
McKesson HBC Foundation Inc.
Medicine Mart, Medical Center Inc.
Merck Partnership For Giving
Microsoft Corp.
NACDS Foundation
NCPA Foundation
Nintendo of America Inc.
Northshore Scholarship Foundation
Novartis US Foundation
Pfizer Foundation Inc.
Pharm Data
Pharmaceutical Systems Inc.
Pharmacists Mutual Insurance Co.
Pruerna Blue Cross
Random’s Compounding
Regence BlueShield
Republic Drug Store Inc.
Rick’s Hi-School Pharmacy
Rite Aid Headquarters Corp.
Safety Inc.
Skagit Valley Medical Pharmacy
St. Joseph Hospital
Strategic Pharmacy Innovation Inc.
Tethys Bioscience Inc.
The Bartell Drug Co.
The Boeing Company
The J M Long Foundation
The Medicine Shoppe
The Minneapolis Foundation
The Seattle Foundation
Village Pharmacy of Valdez
Visual Response Ltd.
Walgreen Co.
Wal-Mart Stores Inc.
Walter & Hazel Hinzman Foundation
Walther Reed Army Medical Center
Washington State Pharmacy Foundation
Wells Fargo Foundation
Woodinville Medical Center Pharmacy Inc.
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals

In Memoriam: Shirley Bridge’s Gift Goes On

To say that Shirley Bridge, ’45, believed in giving back is an understatement. Throughout her life, she volunteered with organizations ranging from the League of Women Voters to Swedish Hospital. In the late 1980s, she co-chaired the fundraising campaign that resulted in the construction of Seattle’s Bailey-Boushay House, a groundbreaking residential facility for people with AIDS.

And less than a year before she passed away at age 86 this past June, she and her husband, Herb, created a School of Pharmacy endowment that will benefit future generations of students.

The Shirley and Herb Bridge Endowed Professorship for Women in Pharmacy was awarded to Annie Lam and Peggy Odegard, co-directors of the Plein Certificate in Geriatric Pharmacy, this past fall. The funds are helping to establish a new medication-therapy-management (MTM) training program in the School. (See cover story.)

Odegard, Lam and their colleagues wrote the MTM proposal with Bridge’s determination and spirit in mind.

“Shirley believed if you have an opinion, you should share it and work with people to make it happen. We had this idea for a program we thought was important for the practice of pharmacy, and [the Bridges] helped fund that idea.”

After graduating magna cum laude from the School in 1945, Bridge became one of Washington state’s first female registered pharmacists. She continued practicing until 1982. Her mettle lives on among those who knew her at the School of Pharmacy.

“We can all still hear her when we run into barriers with creating the MTM program,” said Odegard. “We hear her saying, ‘Just get around it.’ Her belief that anything can be done if you put your mind to it continues to help us.”

Bridge is survived by her husband, two sons and daughters-in-law, four grandchildren and a great-granddaughter.
**New Programs Enhance School’s Reputation**

Two programs created through the campaign are the Drug Metabolism, Transport and Pharmacogenomics Research (DMTPR) program and the Institute for Innovative Pharmacy Practice (“I2P2”). Each is advancing the School’s mission in the following ways:

**DMTPR (2003):** This program seeks to fulfill the School’s research mission and respond to critical industry needs in the areas of drug metabolism, transport, pharmacogenomics and related outcomes and policy research. Partnerships with corporate and industry constituents allow DMTPR to provide the pharmaceutical industry with high-caliber future researchers as well as with training, analysis and research in drug metabolism.

**I2P2 (2005):** This institute is a premier center for pharmacy training, research and advocacy. I2P2 draws on the School’s strengths in senior care, pharmacy management and community health programs.

It prepares well-rounded pharmacists who promote entrepreneurial solutions for better health and better business. It also creates research partnerships to help practicing pharmacists implement cost-effective, health-enhancing practice innovations.

**Insider’s Club**

($1,000 - $1,999)

- Arnold & Gail Anderson
- Richard & Teresa Austin
- Paul & Audrey Beaumier
- Donald & Arda Williams
- Helen Winter
- Raymond Wilson & Cheryl Wright-Wilson
- Minghe Zhu

**Dean’s Club**

($500 - $999)

- Glenn & Cheryl Adams
- Evon Anukam
- William Atkins & Claudia Jochheim-Atkins
- Jack Babcock Sr.

**INDIVIDUALS**

**$5,000 +**

- G. Mary Bradley
- Geraldine Brady
- Donald & Donna Dockter
- Robert Eng
- Michael & Margaret Faulkner
- Sandra Gonzales
- Warren & Ruth Hall
- Lars Hennam
- Rodney Ho & Lily Hwang-Ho
- Michael & Rosa Hoagland
- Mark & Pamela Holzemer
- Al & Carolyn James
- Tsung Kun Lin
- Malcolm & Diane McCallum
- Donavon & Nicole McColl II
- Douglas & Areathia Mendenhall
- Sidney & Joan Nelson Jr.
- Elmer & Joy Plein
- Lance & Sheila Pohl
- Connie Shafer
- Rodney Shafer
- Shabir & Salma Somani
- Herbert Tsuichia
- Bing-Bing Yang
- Lin Zhou

**President’s Club**

($2,000 - $4,999)

- Thomas & Kathleen Baillie
- Weichao & Sandy Chen
- Donna & Michael Fey
- Jackie Gardner & Gary Elmer
- John & Megan Gibbs II
- Michael & Bonnie Graeff
- Mitchell & Mandy Higashi
- William & Colleen Jackman
- Bradley Kerr & Caroline Lee
- Kevin Koch & Kathy Maloney
- Mary & Paul Kuehn
- Mark Holodny & RoseAnn Kushner
- Stephen & Kathy Kushner
- Arthur & Annie Lam
- Virginia Leland
- Meng Li
- Jasmine Lin
- Robert Lohr
- Jack & Maxine Orr
- Marla & Patrick Osinski
- Richard & Jane Ramsay
- James & Pamela Seymour
- Jack & Carol Stafford
- Sean & Carrina Sullivan
- Kenneth & Peggy Thummel
- John & Wanda Watkins
- Chris & Gail Whitley
- Christine Yow

- Arvind Thakkar
- Joan Warren
- Larry & Margaret Wieners
- Donald & Arda Williams
- Helen Winter
- Raymond Wilson & Cheryl Wright-Wilson
- Minghe Zhu

**Bill & Liz Fisher**

- Andrew & Claire Forster
- Donald & Margaret Forstrom
- William & Jane Garland
- Kay & David Griffy
- David & Christine Gross
- Thomas Hazlet
- John & Maureen Horn
- Kay Houghton
- Gayle Hugdins & Tim Edwards
- James & Sally Jacob
- Lixia Jin
- Evan Kharasch
- Ronald & Cherie Klein
- James Kulgen
- Bojan Lalovic
- Sze Lau
- Todd & Amy Lee
- Anthony & Betty L’Esperance
- Li Li
- John & Denise Martin
- Emmanuel Melchor
- William Nichols & Patricia Richards
- Richard Petersen
- Linda Peterson
- Dominic & Natalie Poon
- Kathleen Porter
- Susan & Russell Purvis
- Shelby & Steve Reed
- James Sameshima & Dawn Lemcke
- Andrea Sato
- Robert & Martha Satterthwaite
- Harry Schnepf II & Cameron Fosterling
- Laurel Sercombe & Darwin Alonso
- Donald & Sharon Shaw
- Virgil & Carole Sheppard
- Dennis Shibata
- Frederick Simons
- Robert & Patricia Slagle
- Joe Smith
- Ronald Spring
- Florence Squier
- Linda & David Story
- Robert & Eileen Tanac
- Theodore & Akiko Taniguchi
- Matthew Thomlinson & Dana Hurley
- Mark Tirmenstein
- Paul Tom
- William & Caryl Trager
- Samuel & Alice Uyeda
- Keith Vander Houwen & Joy Vander Houwen
- Victor & Ann Warner
- Eugene & Barbara Westland
- Edward Wong & Kathleen Price
- Yang Xu
- Gary & Esther Yee
- Ai-Ming Yu & Liping Chen
- Yi Zhang
- Ping Zhao & Xiaoling Chen
$100 - $499
Tseguy Abraha
Carlyn & Robert Adams
Kenneth Adams & Laura Erinott
Lorraine & Bernardo Alonzo
Tabitha Autele & Elmer Acera
Darlene & Ronald Baete
Jill Balcombe
William & Janyne Barnes
Charles & Dorothy Barton
David & Louann Bean
Robin & John Becker
Kenneth Beckley
Rhonda & Gustav Bekker
John & Sharon Bennett
John & Terry Berg
Venkatramana & Clarita Bhat
George & Mary Birchfield
Verle Bleese
Michael Bloom
Gary & Sophia Bogh
Michael Bonck
Susan & Steven Boyer
George & Susan Bradley
Shirley & Herb Bridge
Ronald & Dorine Bright
Stephen & Barbara Bristow
Cynthia Brocklebank
Peter & Kathryn Caldwell
Ronald Caldwell Jr.
Dianne Calkins
Gail Campbell
Juan & Rosario Cantu
Lee & Marla Carey
Carol & Lloyd Carnahan
Marshall & Caroline Chalverus
Cheryl & Michael Cheng
Carol Chervenak
Tai Chiem
Darryl Chinn & Deborah Woo-Chinn
Tina Choe
Doson & Karen Chua
Mark & Lynn Clink
Richard & Susan Coar
Jamie & Ronald Coleman
Lisa & Mark Cowley
Robin Crabtree
Wanda Crow
Diane & Terry Crutchfield
Charles & Linda Dahl Jr.
Yang Dai
Kenneth Davis
Christine Dearing
Kristin & Craig Deaver
Stephanie Decker
Kenneth & Sandra Dick
Paul & Janet Dickson
John & Donna DiGiovanni
Kimberly & Robert Dimino
Penny & Kim Dixon
Jennie Do
Victor & Lisa Doyle
Tamara Duemmer
Robert & Julie Durbin
William & Maxine Edwards
Gail Egerton-Caballes
Tamara & Stephen Eide
Jerry & Julie Eng
Steven Erickson & Cynthia Dunn
Michael & Susan Estep
Charles Fann
Philip & Laurie Ferguson
Charlene Fernandez
Steven Fijalka
Marjorie & Donald Fotte
Anthony & Kathleen Forte
Dwight & Kathleen Fullerton
John Fulton
Michael & Mary Harding
Gary & Carrol Harris
Richard Hart
Sallie & Brett Hartnett
Robert & Kimberlee Hendryx
Vivian & Jeffrey Hiroo
Han Ho & Ivane Tay
Carmen Holcomb
Nancy Horst
Michael & Carolene Hougen
Beth Houghton
Robert Hossey
William & Cynthia Hudson
Sovanny Ing
Sara Kyte
Linda & James Lang
Karín Larson
Kenneth Larson
Linda Lawless
Christian & Lilly Lee
Mary Lee
Steven Lee
Patricia Leith
Rober & Kymberly LeRoy Jr.
Gerhard & Rosalyn Levy
Margery Lillibridge
Eric & Rachel Lin
Mai & Ho Lo
Helen Loennig
Alan & Marlene Lomax
Stephen & Clare Long
Alice Louie
Ya-Ching Lu
Joni Maeda
Daniel & Rebecca Malone
Qingcheng Mao
Punit & Hemant Marathe
Hrag & C Amerkanian
Margarin
Helen Marshall
Debra Marshall
Sandra Mattson
Katarzyna Mazur
Thomas McArthur
Harold & Virginia McBride
Jean McLaughlin
Robert McQueen
Joette Meyer
Benjamin & Darcey Michaels
Allan & Lanette Mikesel
Donna Miles
Joe & Elizabeth Miles
Lois & Donald Miles
Sheree Miller & Benjamin Greer
Elmer Miller
Ronald Miller & Kathleen Thayer
Linda & Robert Mitchell
Danielle & Chad Mittleider
Henry Miyoshi
Malcolm Morris
Timothy Myers & Amy Abrams-Myers
Dawn & Raynard Nabeshima
Lisa Nguyen
Timothy & Elizabeth Nunn
John & Deborah Oftebro
Jennifer Oh
James Omichinski
Thomas & Sharon Ormiston
Janet O’Rourke-Gordon &
William Gordon
Miroslava & Ricardo Orozco
Jacqueline & Timothy Osborne
John & Janice Osborn
Gerald & Janet Padgett
Kenneth & Barbara Paskett
Diana & Arnis Pone
Gerold & Billie Popovice
Patience & Dale Powell
CAMPAIGN UW: CREATING FUTURES

Gwen & David Powers
Teresa & Michael Quaranta
Luis Ramos
Patricia & Randy Rantz
William Richardson
Thomas & Debra Rimar
Kirsten & Jeffrey Rochon
Ronald & Jeanette Roffler
Barbara & John Rohde
Alan & Gwen Ross
Susan Miriam & Thomas Rowe
Amy & Kevin Roy
Debra & Richard Rucker
Lynn & Gabriel Russell
Gae Ryan
Beverly & Glenn Sakuda
Peter & Panayiotis Salagianis
William Sandal
Tami & John Sargent
Patricia Sato
Sean & Amy Sauter
Lori Schoonover
Joyce & George Schroeder
Annette Siegel
Keith Simons
Elexa Sin
Ajay Sinha
Vandana & J. Greg Slatter
David Smith
Dennis Smith
Gary & Dalene Smith
Sunshine Sommers
William & Kristen Speir
Georgia & Kevin Steenis
Andreas & JoAnn Stergachis
James & Angela Stewart
William & Lois Stewart
Erik & Julie Still
DeAnna & Paul Stoltenberg
Michael Strainer
Linda & Michael Sturm
Jeremiah & Yolande Sullivan Jr.
Leonard & LaVerne Talbott
Gordon & Jennie Tambellini
Florence & Hideki Teramis
Patrice Tetta & Robert Striker
Grant & Sandra Thurston
Joseph & Renee Tichy
Janet Tjarnberg
Harry & Joy Togesen
Christopher & Sarah Tracy
Suzanne Trimmer
David Trinh & Thuy Vo
Peter & Joyce Tsai
Lanning & Laurie Turay
Peggy Van Buskirk & Kenneth Van
Cathryn & Kenneth Vannice
Elisa Vila & Mark Brady
Quang Vu
Richard Wagner
Jizel & Steven Wanaka
Jonathan & Catherine Ward
R. Brent & Gail Waters
Judith Weber
Bruce & Kathleen Webster Jr.
Heidi & Joshua Welborn
Russell & Constance Wells
John & Carrie Wenala
Paul & Lenore Werner
Nancy Whiting
Ellen & John Wilbur Jr.
Susan Williams
Heather & Hilary Williams IV
Judy & Fred Williams
John Wilson & Jane Costello
Paul & Tami Wilson
Mary & Carl Wingate
Donald Witek & Elizabeth Rice
Kathleen Wolf & Philip
Blumhagen
Candice Wong
James Woo
Reid & Stephanie Yamamoto
Jason Young
Marcia & Rex Zeebyuth
Cheryl Zimmerman & Rory
Remmel

Less than $100
Steven & Susan Aahl
Cindy & Richard Ager
Lisa Allen
Sonia Allen
Antonio Anderson
Diane & Glen Anderson
Esperanza & Manuel Andrade
Lorraine & Darren Arakaki
Katheren Armatas
Evelyn Arrigoni-Armstrong & Jim
Armstrong
Ronald & Sue Ayer
Gerald & Nancy Barker
Yvonne Bates
Marcia & Christopher Beck
Harold & Colleen Beebe
Laura & David Beste Jr.
Sherdon & Melinda Birch
John & Gayle Bittinger
Lawrence & Leslie Bremnan
Susan Bridwell
Stella Britt
Adam Brothers
Todd & Candy Brown
Joseph & F. Bubalo
Charlotte & Lloyd Campbell
Floyd & Kaitlin Campbell
James & Ellen Carlson
Worasi Chayanon
Chih-Hui Chen
Robert & D. Louise Osborne
Chervenak
Phat Chiem
Steve & Grace Chin
Judith & Barry Christensen
Linda & Randall Chun
Edward Clark
Larry & Cheryl Cleveland
Todd Cochran
Karen & Michael Coe
Anubha Cook
John & Ann Coulter
David & Carol Cross
Victor & Sheri Curtis
Sidney Curtler
Clyde & Calla Dahlin
Shelly Dannen
Karen & Timothy De Lacy
Gayle DeBay & Steven
Johnson
G. Robert & Jaculyn DeYoung
Brenda DiPrete
James & Nancy Doll
Mark & Pamela Dudgeon
Jill & Derrick Dunmore
Viola Dwight
Roger & Marilyn Edgren
Raida & Ziad Elias
Sarah Elliott
Leslie Ellis
Susan English & Ronald
Aoyama
Wayne & Tracy Engstrom
Ralph & Diane Estep
Susan & Mark Farrell
Leslie Foote
Jill Fraley
Armirne Frangulyan-Adamov
Lola Frederick
Raymond & Lois French
Elizabeth & Anthony Fuchs
Marilny & Bruce Fuller
Susan Fun
Nicole Gerdes
Robert Graham
Suzanne & James Grigg
Angela & Jack Guerrazzi
Katherine Hale
Marvin & Frances Hamanishi
Tanya & Michael Hamilton
Susan & Robert Ham
Harold & Norene Hansen
Judith & Michael Harlick
Darcie & Sean Harnett
Sharon & Carl Hawkins
William Hayton
Kenneth & Barbara Hedden
Brian & Linda Heeney
Jennifer Heilman & John
Ruotsala
Lisette Heilman
Betty & Jerry Hendricks
Ralph & Sherry Herbsen
Michelle & Neil Hoffman
Anna & James Huffman
Steven & Beth Illsley
Dawn & Michael Ilsen
Sanmyan Ishaque
Nichol & Joanne Iverson
Robert Iverson
Tom & Marianne Ivey
Marc & Teresa Jensen
Charles & Lisa Jensen

Endowments

Because of the generosity of alumni, faculty and friends, the School was able to establish the following endowed funds during the course of the campaign:

George & Evelyn Benson Scholarship
Bracker Endowment for Excellence in Community Pharmacy
Shirley & Herb Bridge Professorship for Women in Pharmacy
Center for Pharmacy Leadership & Professional Excellence Fund
Class of 1969 Scholarship
Dawson Encouragement Fund
Joan Douget Scholarship
Drug Metabolism Fellowship
Professorship for Innovative Pharmacy Practice
Professorship in Drug Metabolism
Adam Christopher Hansen Scholarship
Claire G. & Lars A. Hennum Scholarship for Pharmacy Leadership
Rodney Ho Student Fund
Immunex Fund for Pharm.D. Students
Craig & Sally Kvam Scholarship in Pharmaceutical Compounding
Lam Fund for Professional Advancement
Levy Graduate Fellowship
Margaret Davis Graduate Student Fellowship in Drug Metabolism
Margaret Davis Medicinal Chemistry Graduate Student Award
Nanci Murphy & Karen Dawson Endowment for Pharmacy Leadership & Professional Excellence
Sid & Joan Nelson Fund for Excellence
Jack Orr Fund
Plein Endowment in Pharmacotherapy
PORPP Prize in Health Policy & Economics
Danny Shen Graduate Award
Somani Fund
William Trager Medicinal Chemistry Travel Award
Herbert & Bertha Tsuchiya Student Support Fund for Global Outreach
Muriel C. Vincent Scholarship Fund
Dena & Chad Jensen
Lance & Michelle Jobe
Robin & Susan Johansen
Gerald & Kim Johnson
Jack & Joyce Jones
Helen & Richard Kay
Steven Kazimski
Marlin & Kathleen Kelly
Robert Kemmer
Eileen Kempton
Cindi Kenner & Susan Harrison
Angela Kimball
Donald & Janice Kirby III
Mary Kirkland
Cynthia Klettke
Marla & Donald Kojima
Kayla Kosei
Donna Kranig-Brown & Paul Brown
Jennifer Kreidler-Moss & Mark Moss
Judith & Michael Kronick
Roy & Trina Kurimura
Diana & William Kusulos
Morton & Loretta Kuznetz
Shannon & Robert Lahn
Joseph & Yue Lam
Linda & Scott Larsen
Shannon & Bihn Le
Lawrence & Beverly Lemchen
Amie & John Lenzi
Karen Lew
Garth & Laurene Liljegren
Stephen & Lori Lincoln
Martha & Katharine Lindemann
Marjorie Loennig
James Longmate
Keith & Mary Lucey
David & Carol Ludwig Jr.
George Lund
Timothy & Gretchen Lynch
Nancy & Robert Mahen
Marisa & David MacMillan
Susan Mahoney
Vincenza Maniscalco
Jack Manning & Kathleen Muir
Marcus & Olive Manson
Jeanne Marks
E. Bruce & Barbara Marshlain
Susan & Daniel Martell
Robert Martin
Christine & Greg McGuire
Judith McNeil
Michael & Gesine Meeker
Don & Janet Mehaffey
Mark Mercado & Renee Wasserman
Robert & Mildred Miller
Traci & Tim Mitchell
Katharine & Anthony Monaco
Noboru & Mary Morio
Richard & Shari Morrison
JoVanna Moses
Steven Moss
William & Elizabeth Mouser
Nancy & Russell Nance
Thomas Ndamele
Theodore & Yvonne Neal
Vincent & A. Marion Nelson
Joseph & Jamil Ness
Veronica & Douglas Ng
Margaret Nguyen
Duc & Hang Nguyen
Huong Nguyen
Thean Nguyen
Debbie & Christoph Noeske
Christopher Nomura
Nancy Nugent
Steven & Tamara Oggi
John & Mary Ott Jr.
Mary Paine
David Palumbo
Mayleen Panaligan
Yong Park
Beverly & William Patzer
Gunther & Rosalie Paulgen
Mary Payne
Jeanne & Edward Perkins
Robert & Lillian Plur
Rozanne Poier & John Tibbs
William & Peggy Porter
Catherine Pritchett
Robarts & Barbara Proper
Emmett & Darlene Rafferty
Eric Reed
Marci Reynolds
Gary & Diane Richardson
Julie & John Ridewood
Robert Ringland
Margaret Ritchie
Carol & Carl Robertson
Mark & Christine Rock
Bryan & Krista Rowe
Melissa Rozdzialsky
Richard Schaedel
Steven & Alison Schold
Anita Shah
Redmond & K. Gayle Sharp
Susan Shigaya
Mark & Gwen Shighara
Richard & Christine Shine
Daniel Smith
Richard & Cheryl Stemmerich
Bonnie & Alan Stone
Donna Sullivan & Mark Marshall
Florence & H. R. Sumida
John & Claudia Swenson
Ann Takahashi
Lynda Tanagi
Judi & Clifford Tawney
Thomas Tennant
Juli & Wesley Thompson
Karen & Lance Thurston
Marlin & Howard Toda
Ted & Christine Toribara
Quang & Maria Tran
Elaine & Fred Treadwell
Lillieth & William Truempier Jr.
Jack Tsuchiya
Gordon Tweit
Dara Uch
Carolyn & Jay Uyeda
Arie Van Wingerden & Agnes Wingerden
Donald & Sandra Volkman
Elizabeth & Ian Warren
Louise & Tom Warren
Charles Wassberg & Leslie House
Richard & Janice Weber
David & Winifred Weller
Dennis & JoAnne Weller
Phyllis & Coolidge Wene
Jonathon & Carol West
Carolyn & Eldon Wexler
Walter & Leanne Wheatman
George White
Ann & Craig Wilbour
Hollie & Sean Williams
Richard Williamson
J. Keith & Shirley Willson
Robert & Elizabeth Wilson Jr.
Stanley Winters
Daniel Witt
Sharon & Daniel Woodward
Lincoln Wright
Ronald Wright & Nancy Byas
Andrew Yafuso
John & Elaine Yagi
Jan & Ernest Yamaguchi
Susan Zwiers

Donor’s Support Spans Globe

Thanks to alumnus
Herb Tsuchiya, ’55, future Pharm.D. students will now have greater opportunities to think, and act, globally.

In February, Tsuchiya created the Herbert and Bertha Tsuchiya Endowed Student Support Fund for Global Outreach. The endowment is named partially in honor of his late wife, Bertha, a graduate from the 1948 School of Pharmacy class. Its purpose is to provide financial support for Pharm.D. students seeking international exchange opportunities to broaden their educations.

Encouraging international pharmacy exchange has been a priority to Tsuchiya for several years. He has long been involved in mentoring aspiring pharmacists through an international exchange program between the School of Pharmacy and Kyoritsu University School of Pharmacy in Japan (which recently merged with Keio University).

If all goes according to plan, said Tsuchiya, the funds from this scholarship “will bring a cross-pollination of ideas and will improve the quality of care for patients and consumers in both the exchange countries.”

Tsuchiya and his wife both practiced pharmacy throughout their lives.

“I feel that I’ve been very blessed by my chosen profession,” he said. “It’s given me so much that I want to give back a little bit.”

Herb Tsuchiya (center), and his brother Jack Tsuchiya, ’51, recently greeted two Japanese pharmacy exchange students. Clinical Associate Professor of Pharmaceutics Suzanne Lee joined them (second from left).
Pharmacy Alumni and Friends: Out and About

A Night at the Mariners

Members of the Dean’s Club came out to Safeco Field to support the Seattle Mariners against the Boston Red Sox on a chilly July evening. Although the M’s lost (again), a good time was had by all.


A Final Dean’s Recognition Reception with Sid Nelson

More than 230 donors, faculty, staff and students attended the annual Dean’s Recognition Reception in April. This year’s donor-appreciation event, which took place at the PACCAR Pavilion of the Seattle Art Museum’s Olympic Sculpture Park, was the last such reception that Sid Nelson attended in his role as dean of the School. Last month, he stepped down after 13 years to resume his position as a full-time professor of medicinal chemistry.

LEFT: Director of Development Claire Forster and Jill Mack, ’08, give an original piece of art from a local artist to Sid Nelson and his wife, Joan. ABOVE: Students Grace Navaja, Roland Lopez and Andrea Baek. ABOVE RIGHT: (Clockwise from left) Alumnus of the year Duane Miller, ’69, with his mentor, professor of medicinal chemistry Wendel Nelson, and alumnus Ray Wilson, ’69. BELOW RIGHT: School of Pharmacy Director of Experiential Education Terri O’Sullivan presents Malcolm McCallum, ’63, with an award for 25 years of service.

View a slideshow of the reception at depts.washington.edu/pha/news-events/Recognition2008

All Dean’s Reception photos by Morgan Keuler for Team Photogenic ©2008

Other Happenings

BELOW LEFT: Florence Gibaldi (right), wife of the late Dean Emeritus Milo Gibaldi, recently traveled to the School from the Midwest to visit with faculty, staff and friends. Here, she’s with Cathy Johnson, former administrator of the Department of Pharmacetics. ABOVE LEFT: Bellingham alumni gathered this past August. From left: Angie Oberg and fiance Carson Huntoon, ’07, Carole Sheppard, Virgil Sheppard, ’53, Rosa Hoagland and Mike Hoagland, ’70. RIGHT: Faculty and staff got together to raise a glass in honor of Sid Nelson at his retirement party in June. Here, he’s accepting the gift of a pub chair from the Campus Inn, a place where many of his best ideas were hatched during his time as dean and professor.

E-mail your photos and captions from alumni events to: rxalumni@u.washington.edu
Members of the classes of 1958 and neighboring years came together for a reunion at the Portage Bay Café in Seattle in June. When asked about their favorite memories from their time at the School, a few of them reminisced about the cross-country train trips they once took to visit pharmaceutical companies. Some other people shared stories about pranks involving, well, frog legs. Here are a few more favorite memories:

**Audrey Lacy (Wade), ’59:** “During a final exam, the class had gathered waiting for Dr. Louis Fischer, our professor, to hand out the exam. He was not there. After about 10 minutes, he burst into the room with his pajama bottoms showing under his trousers. No explanation from him, but he obviously overslept.”

**Joan Skalabrin, ’58:** “My earliest and saddest memory is of my study group deciding not to learn the structural formula for phenolphthalein because there was no possible way it would be on the test. Oops!”

**Herb Tsuchiya, ’55:** “Tasting an unknown liquid during a pharmacognosy exam and regretting using that method to identify it.”

---

**New Dean** (Continued from front page)

through a faculty appointment in the School of Pharmacy at the University of California, San Francisco.

When he later joined the UW Department of Medicinal Chemistry, it was still located in Bagley Hall on upper campus. Looking back on that time, he recalls the sounds of Drumheller Fountain outside his office and of “freshman students being tossed unceremoniously into Frosh Pond by their unsympathetic senior colleagues.”

Bailie counts his years at the School among the most enjoyable of his career.

“I truly appreciated the highly collegial and supportive environment provided by the School and its faculty,” he said.

As he re-enters academia amid a new climate for health care, pharmacy and pharmaceutical sciences, Bailie knows he will face challenges. He plans to respond to these challenges, in part, by building on and emphasizing the School’s many strengths.

Dean Emeritus Sid Nelson, who stepped down last month, said that Bailie is the right choice to lead the School, especially given his work in both industry and academia.

Nelson added, “He’s a good teacher and a good administrator. Faculty and students will appreciate him.”

Bailie’s wife, Kathleen, who has her Ph.D. in medicinal chemistry from the School of Pharmacy, will join the new dean in Seattle. Bailie has two grown sons — a computer animator for the movie industry in the Bay Area and a Ph.D. candidate in chemistry at Emory University in Atlanta.

In his free time, Bailie can be found flying his single-engine Commander aircraft — which he recently pilotled across the country to move from Pennsylvania to Seattle. He will not, however, be found playing golf. Although he comes from the birthplace of the sport, it is a hobby that he says he just never learned.

To learn more about Dean Thomas A. Baillie, read his inaugural Message from the Dean on Page 3.

---

**Support the School**

The School of Pharmacy plans to host several reunions this spring. The alumni relations staff would love to have you on a reunion committee to help plan these events. To inquire about this or other opportunities to be involved, please contact Assistant Director of Development Maria Tran at mgonz@u.washington.edu.
Class Notes


Jennifer Beach, ’01, became president-elect of the Washington Association of Diabetes Educators. She will remain on the board as the Western Washington professional education chair until she becomes president in July 2009.


Scott Herzog, ’03, and his wife, Sarah, welcomed baby Sydney on June 9th. She weighed 8 pounds, 5 ounces.

Janice Kirby, ’77, recently celebrated her 30-year anniversary with husband Donny, marked by a trip to Maui in October. She also celebrated more than 30 years in pharmacy.

TheAnh Nguyen, ’07, completed his first-year pharmacy residency practice at College of Pharmacy, University of Texas at Austin and the Central Texas VA. He’s now pursuing a second-year pharmacy residency in cardiology at the Texas Heart Institute Medical Center in Houston.

Ryan Oftebro, ’03, took over Kelley-Ross Prescription Pharmacy from his father, John Oftebro. Ryan Hansen, ’03, and Brian Beach, ’00, joined Ryan as partner-owners of Kelley-Ross.

Miroslava Orozco, ’00, and her husband, Ricardo, welcomed their second child, Hudson Blake Orozco, on December 24, 2007. Miroslava continues to work at Tacoma General Hospital and her husband Ricardo is working as a commercial diver.

Mayleen Panaligan, ’00, will get married to Victor Balunggaya in December 2008. They met in the Philippines in 2005 during a Singles for Christ Conference.

NFL Takes Hypertension Initiative National

Last year, several Pharm.D. students participated in Novartis’ pilot blood-pressure-awareness initiative co-sponsored by the Seattle Seahawks. The students checked people’s blood pressure and offered insight during Seahawks home games and at Costcos throughout the fall.

Overall, they helped to screen the blood pressure of almost 1,900 people. They also helped sign up more than 840 people to receive information about hypertension, and they helped answer general questions about health and wellness.

The project was such a hit that the NFL is taking it national this year.

Six other NFL teams have joined the Seahawks to participate in the Tackle Hypertension project — including the Chicago Bears and Indianapolis Colts.

The project’s goal is to encourage people to become active in spotting, monitoring and ultimately preventing high blood pressure.

Novartis invited UW pharmacy students back to the Seahawks program this year because they made such a good impression during the pilot program. So far, almost 40 students are signed up to help this football season.

To read more about this initiative and about other School news, visit: depts.washington.edu/pha.

Jared Smith, ’04, and Rhea Coquia, ’07, tied the knot on July 26 in Seattle. Mr. and Mrs. Smith now live in Federal Way and are enjoying being newlyweds.

South Park Pharmacy in Port Orchard was named the best pharmacy of South Kitsap in a competition sponsored by the South Kitsap Chamber of Commerce and Port Orchard Independent. Kenneth Paskett, ’63, founded South Park Pharmacy in September of 1968.

Ronald Wright, ’65, and Joan Skalabrin, ’58, are also practicing pharmacists there.

We want to hear from you. Let us know what’s new in your life. Please e-mail us with your updates at rxalumni@u.washington.edu.

Call for Preceptors

This school year will be another busy one for the Unified Professional Pharmacy Organizations of Washington (UPPOW). Pharmacy students participate in various community screenings, immunization clinics and health fairs throughout the year that promote our profession and serve our communities.

UPPOW needs preceptors and pharmacists to help at events. The time commitment can be as much or as little as you’d like, but your help at even one event during the year is appreciated.

For more info, contact UPPOW President Tahnee Marginean, at tahnee@u.washington.edu.

PAA is on Facebook!

Join the PAA group by searching for “UW Pharmacy Alumni Association.” Get up-to-date information on School news and events, and keep in touch with your fellow alumni! For more information, please e-mail rxalumni@u.washington.edu.
In Memoriam

Bettie Fowler passed away on May 4. She was 95. Born in Tacoma to Hosmer and Elizabeth Brokaw, she was the granddaughter of Washington pioneers C.T. Stewart (Kona Coffee Co.) and J.W. Brokaw (Woodenware Co.). She graduated in 1936 from the School of Pharmacy. She maintained her pharmacy license for 50 years. She married C.H. Fowler of Arlington, Wash., on Nov. 10, 1940. Bettie was a charter member of the Everett Symphony where she played the violin for 20 years. She was active in the Marysville Log Cabin Club, and she was a Master Gardener. She is survived by her daughter, Sarah.

—from The Seattle Times

Continuing Education Program on Location in Italy

In a summer continuing education program, “The Art of Health, Life and Well-Being: A Tuscan Exploration of Health Care,” a group of School faculty and staff and practicing Washington pharmacists spent a week in and near the village of Montisi, Italy, getting the Italian perspective on pharmacy.

Peers from the Facolta di Farmacia at the University of Perugia — a Seattle sister city institution — and pharmacists from the region shared their insight about how best to serve patients in the United States and abroad.

Karan Dawson, director of the School’s continuing pharmacy education program, hopes that by exploring a different culture and system of health care, attendees were inspired to think creatively about U.S. pharmacy practice. For instance, Dawson said, Italy has a national health care system that U.S. pharmacists can learn from as they prepare for potential universal coverage options in the future.

“The goal of this trip,” she said, “was to help people think about how to improve patient care in the United States.”

Dawson hopes this experience laid the foundation for the School of Pharmacy to develop joint research and education opportunities with the faculty at the University of Perugia.

Thai Pharmacy Consortium (Continued from Page 4)

professional or graduate study in U.S. pharmacy schools. And multiple student and faculty exchanges, research projects and collaborations have taken place.

Through such efforts, members of the consortium have helped in a nationwide effort in Thailand to enhance academic, research and clinical pharmacy programs.

The program met with such success that this past July, the Thai government extended it through 2022 and invited more institutions to join. At the consortium’s biennial meeting at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, the School joined four other U.S. schools and one Thai school as new members. Clinical Associate Professor of Pharmacetics Suzanne Lee was on hand for the signing of the contract.

Lee emphasized that the consortium is helping to modernize pharmacy practice in Thailand. Indeed, the entire Thai system is undergoing a structural shift — from a model focused on filling prescriptions to one that includes patient care and advocacy.

“[Academics in Thailand] would like pharmacists to be more on the front lines of drug-therapy management,” Lee said. “They want to be involved in educating nursing and medical staffs, helping manage adverse affects of drugs and working on public-health efforts.”

This is where the expertise of academics and students at institutions such as the UW play an important role.

The consortium also gives U.S. students and faculty an international perspective on the practice of pharmacy.

Members of the consortium have helped in a nationwide effort in Thailand to enhance academic, research and clinical pharmacy programs.

The School will kick off its involvement in the consortium by implementing a student educational exchange with Khon Kaen University in the northeast region of Isan.

Drug Interaction Database (Continued from Page 4)

With the new Version 4.0, the database now includes a disease-specific search capability that allows scientists to search for drug-interaction potentials for medications related to almost 30 diseases. As a result, researchers can easily find a succinct overview of exactly what to watch for when developing a new drug targeting a specific disease.

If scientists are trying to develop an anti-diabetes drug, for example, they can quickly find out which enzyme to worry about in their study.

In addition, as of press time, the database was finalizing the details for an arrangement with the United Kingdom’s Lhasa Services, a subsidiary of Lhasa Limited, a nonprofit global supplier of knowledge-based software and databases. Through this arrangement, Lhasa will promote subscriptions to the UW database to pharmaceutical research institutions throughout Europe. The UW already has a similar agreement in place with Japan’s Infocom Corporation to distribute the database in Japan.

Levy’s efforts to make knowledge about drug interactions more widespread are clearly paying off. Researchers from major pharmaceutical companies and from throughout the world already subscribe to the database. It is also one of the university’s top-10 revenue generators.

And given recent developments, the database might be on track to become a major international player in the field of drug-interaction research — making prescription drugs safer on a global scale.
Student’s Co-Invention Could Revolutionize Disease Treatment Options

A new technology co-invented by two people in the Department of Pharmaceutics could pave the way for better treatment options for people with central nervous system diseases. It has already paved the way for the launch of a new start-up.

In the summer of 2007, pharmaceutics Ph.D. candidate John Hoekman and his adviser, Dr. Rodney Ho, invented a new direct-to-brain drug-delivery technology. Their creation is a nasal spray device that allows medications to go straight to the brain to treat diseases such as chronic pain and Alzheimer’s. It allows for a safer, more efficient treatment option than more-traditional methods.

Soon after making their discovery, Hoekman and Ho received a $50,000 Technology Gap Innovation Fund grant from UW Tech Transfer to develop the invention.

Then, this past winter, Hoekman learned about the UW Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship Business Plan Competition. With two teammates from the Foster School of Business, he co-wrote a business plan to commercialize the technology. The team proposed a business, Impel NeuroPharma, that would use already approved pharmaceuticals and new biotechnology products to market the device.

“The [business] could allow drugs with really good therapeutic potential to get to market to treat diseases that currently have abysmal treatment options,” said Hoekman.

The judges in the business plan competition must have seen the same potential. In May, Hoekman and his teammates, MBA candidates Michael Hite and Peter Olagunju, received the $25,000 grand prize and a $5,000 best-innovation prize.

The team was also among six finalists at the Draper Fisher Jurvetson Venture Challenge — a West Coast venture-capital competition the team was entered into after winning UW’s contest.

Impel subsequently attracted the attention of venture capitalists and angel investors. And in July, it incorporated as an official business. Hoekman, Hite and Ho are now negotiating with the UW for a patent and writing grants so they can lease space for the business.

For Hoekman, it still seems a little unbelievable, but it’s nevertheless a dream come true. He pursued the field of pharmaceutics with hopes of accomplishing something meaningful for human health. In pharmaceutics, he said, “You can actually work on something that can be applied in the real world during your lifetime. You can make a positive impact on people in a real way.”